Abstract. As a generalization of anti-invariant Riemannian submersions, we introduce anti-invariant Riemannian maps from almost Hermitian manifolds to Riemannian manifolds. We give examples and investigate the geometry of foliations which are arisen from the definition of an anti-Riemannian map. Then we give a decomposition theorem for the source manifold of such maps. We also find necessary and sufficient conditions for anti-invariant Riemannian maps to be totally geodesic and show that every pluriharmonic Lagrangian Riemannian map, which is a special anti-invariant Riemannian map, from a Kähler manifold to a Riemannian manifold is totally geodesic.
Introduction
Smooth maps between Riemannian manifolds are useful for comparing geometric structures between two manifolds. Isometric immersions (Riemannian submanifolds) are basic such maps between Riemannian manifolds and they are characterized by their Riemannian metrics and Jacobian matrices. More precisely, a smooth map F : (M1, g1) −→ (M2, g2) between Riemannian manifolds (M1, g1) and (M2, g2) is called an isometric immersion if F * is injective and g2(F * X, F * Y ) = g1(X, Y ) (1.1)
for X, Y vector fields tangent to M1, here F * denotes the derivative map.
LetM be a Kähler manifold with complex structure J and M a Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed inM . We note that submanifolds of a Kähler manifold are determined by the behavior of the tangent bundle of the submanifold under the action of the complex structure of the ambient manifold. A submanifold M is called holomorphic (complex) if J(TpM ) ⊂ TpM , for every p ∈ M , where TpM denotes the tangent space to M at the point p. M is called totally real if J(TpM ) ⊂ TpM ⊥ for every p ∈ M, where TpM ⊥ denotes the normal space to M at the point p.
A smooth map F : (M1, g1) −→ (M2, g2) is called a Riemannian submersion if F * is onto and it satisfies the equation (1.1) for vector fields tangent to the horizontal space (kerF * )
⊥ . Riemannian submersions between Riemannian manifolds were studied by O'Neill [14] and Gray [9] , see also [6] . Later such submersions were considered between manifolds equipped with differentiable structures. As an analogue of holomorphic submanifolds, Watson defined almost Hermitian submersions between almost Hermitian manifolds and he showed that the base manifold and each fiber have the same kind of structure as the total space, in most cases [18] . We note that almost Hermitian submersions have been extended to the almost contact manifolds [3] , locally conformal Kähler manifolds [11] and quaternion Kähler manifolds [10] .
Let M be a complex m−dimensional Hermitian manifold with Hermitian metric gM and almost complex structure JM and N a complex n−dimensional Hermitian manifold with Hermitian metric gN and almost complex structure JN . A Riemannian submersion F : M −→ N is called an almost Hermitian submersion if F is an almost complex map, i.e., F * JM = JN F * . The main result of this notion is that the vertical and horizontal distributions are JM − invariant. On the other hand, Riemannian submersions from almost Hermitian manifolds onto Riemannian manifolds have been studied by many authors under the assumption that the vertical spaces of such submersions are invariant with respect to the complex structure. For instance, Escobales [5] studied Riemannian submersions from complex projectives space onto Riemannian manifolds under the assumption that the fibers are connected, complex, totally geodesic submanifolds. One can see that this assumption implies that the vertical distribution is invariant.
Recently, we introduced anti-invariant Riemannian submersions from almost Hermitian manifolds onto Riemannian manifolds and investigated the geometry of such submersions [16] . We now recall the definition of anti-invariant Riemannian submersions. Let M be a complex m− dimensional almost Hermitian manifold with Hermitian metric g M and almost complex structure J and N be a Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric g N . If there exists a Riemannian submersion F : M −→ N such that kerF * is anti-invariant with respect to J,i.e., J(kerF * ) ⊆ (kerF * ) ⊥ , then we say that F is an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion.
In 1992, Fischer introduced Riemannian maps between Riemannian manifolds in [7] as a generalization of the notions of isometric immersions and Riemannian submersions (For Riemannian maps and their applications in spacetime geometry, see; [8] ). Let F : (M1, g1) −→ (M2, g2) be a smooth map between Riemannian manifolds such that 0 < rankF < min{m, n}, where dimM1 = m and dimM2 = n. Then we denote the kernel space of F * by kerF * and consider the orthogonal complementary space H = (kerF * )
⊥ to kerF * . Suppose that rankF is constant. Then the tangent bundle of M1 has the following decomposition
We denote the range of F * by rangeF * and consider the orthogonal complementary space (rangeF * )
⊥ to rangeF * in the tangent bundle T M2 of M2. Since rankF < min{m, n}, we always have (rangeF * ) ⊥ = {0}. Thus the tangent bundle T M2 of M2 has the following decomposition
⊥ −→ (rangeF * p 1 ) is a linear isometry between the inner product spaces ((kerF * p 1 ) ⊥ , g1(p1) | (kerF * p 1 ) ⊥ ) and (rangeF * p 1 , g2(p2) | (rangeF * p 1 ) ), p2 = F (p1). Therefore Fischer stated in [7] that a Riemannian map is a map which is as isometric as it can be. In other words, F * satisfies the equation (1.1) for X, Y vector fields tangent to H. It follows that isometric immersions and Riemannian submersions are particular Riemannian maps with kerF * = {0} and (rangeF * ) ⊥ = {0}. It is known that a Riemannian map is a subimmersion [7] . It is also known that a map F : M1 −→ M2 is a subimmersion if and only if the rank of the linear map F * p : TpM1 −→ T F (p) M2 is constant for p in each connected component of M1 [1] .
In this paper, as a generalization of anti-Riemannian submersions from almost Hermitian manifolds to Riemannian manifolds, we introduce anti-invariant Riemannian maps. The study is organized as follows: In section 2, we present the basic information needed for this paper. In section 3, we give definition of anti-invariant Riemannian maps, provide examples and investigate the geometry of leaves of the distributions. We then obtain a decomposition theorem. Finally, in section 4, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for such maps to be totally geodesic. We also show that a Lagrangian Riemannian map with totally umbilical fibers implies a totally geodesic foliation on M1 and every pluriharmonic Lagrangian map is totally geodesic.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some basic materials from [2] . Let (M, g M ) be a Riemannian manifold and V be a q− dimensional distribution on M. Denote its orthogonal distribution V ⊥ by H. Then, we have
V is called the vertical distribution and H is called the horizontal distribution. We use the same letters to denote the orthogonal projections onto these distributions. By the unsymmetrized second fundamental form of V, we mean the tensor field
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on M. The symmetrized second fundamental form B V of V is given by
for any E, F ∈ Γ(T M ). The integrability tensor of V is the tensor field I V given by
Moreover, the mean curvature vector field of V is defined by 
and, hence we have
where E1, ..., Em−q is a local frame of H. A distribution D on M is said to be minimal if, for each x ∈ M , the mean curvature vector field vanishes.
Let (M, g M ) and (N, g N ) be Riemannian manifolds and suppose that ϕ : M −→ N is a smooth map between them. Then the differential ϕ * of ϕ can be viewed a section of the bundle Hom(T M, ϕ −1 T N ) −→ M, where ϕ −1 T N is the pullback bundle which has fibres (ϕ
has a connection ∇ induced from the Levi-Civita connection ∇ M and the pullback connection. Then the second fundamental form of ϕ is given by
It is known that the second fundamental form is symmetric.
Finally, we recall the definition of almost Hermitian and Kähler manifolds. Let (M , g) be an almost Hermitian manifold. This means [19] thatM admits a tensor field J of type (1,1) onM such that, ∀X, Y ∈ Γ(TM), we have
An almost Hermitian manifoldM is called Kähler manifold if 10) where∇ is the Levi-Civita connection onM .
Anti-invariant Riemannian maps
In this section, we define anti-invariant Riemannian maps, provide examples and investigate the geometry of such maps. We first present the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let F be a Riemannian map from an almost Hermitian manifold (M1, g1, J1) to a Riemannian manifold (M2, g2). We say that F is an anti-invariant Riemannian map if the following condition is satisfied
We denote the orthogonal complementary subbundle to J1(kerF * ) in (kerF * ) ⊥ by µ. Then it is easy to see that µ is invariant with respect to J1.
Since F is a subimmersion, it follows that the rank of F is constant on M1, then the rank theorem for functions implies that kerF * is an integrable subbundle of T M1, ( [1] , page:205). Thus it follows from above definition that the leaves of the distribution kerF * of a anti-invariant Riemannian map are totally real submanifolds of M1. Proof. Since dim(kerF * ) = r and F is anti-invariant Riemannian map, it follows that dim(J1(kerF * )) = r. Hence dim(µ) = 2(m − r).
Let F be an anti-invariant Riemannian map from an almost Hermitian manifold (M = dim(rangeF * ).
We now give some examples for anti-invariant Riemannian maps. Example 3.2. Let F be a map defined by
) (
, 0,
).
Then it follows that
By direct computations one can see that
Thus F is a Riemannian map with (rangeF * )
Moreover it is easy to see that JZ1 = Z4, JZ2 = −Z3, where J is the canonical complex structure of R 4 defined by
As a result, F is an anti-invariant Riemannian map.
Let F be anti-invariant Riemannian map from a Kähler manifold (M1, g1, J) to a Riemannian manifold (M2, g2). Then for X ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ), we have
where BX ∈ Γ(kerF * ) and CX ∈ Γ(µ).
We now investigate the geometry of leaves of the distributions (kerF * ) and (kerF * ) ⊥ .
Proposition 3.4. Let F be an anti-invariant Riemannian map from a Kähler manifold (M1, g1, J1) to a Riemannian manifold (M2, g2). Then (kerF * ) defines a totally geodesic foliation on M1 if and only if
for X, Y ∈ Γ(kerF * ) and Z ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ). Proof. For X, Y ∈ Γ(kerF * ) and Z ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ), by using (2.9), (2.10) and (3.1) we have
, where ∇ 1 is the Levi-Civita connection on M1. Since BZ ∈ Γ(kerF * ), we get
Since F is a Riemannian map, using (2.8) we obtain
which proves the assertion.
For the distribution (kerF * ) ⊥ , we have the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let F be an anti-invariant Riemannian map from a Kähler manifold (M1, g1, J1) to a Riemannian manifold (M2, g2). Then (kerF * ) ⊥ defines a totally geodesic foliation on M1 if and only if
for Z1, Z2 ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ) and X ∈ Γ(kerF * ).
Proof. For Z1, Z2 ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ) and X ∈ Γ(kerF * ), we have g1(∇
. Using (2.9), (2.10) and (3.1) we obtain
Hence, we get From [17] , we know that there are no components of (∇F * )(Z1, J1X) in (rangeF * ), hence we get the result.
We now recall the de Rham theorem for Riemannian manifolds. Let g be a Riemannian metric tensor on the manifold M = M1 × M2 and assume that the canonical foliations LM 1 and LM 2 intersect perpendicularly everywhere. Then g is the metric tensor of a usual product of Riemannian manifolds if and only if LM 1 and LM 2 are totally geodesic foliations [4] . From Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5, we have the following decomposition theorem. 
4.Totally geodesic anti-invariant Riemannian maps
In this section, we first obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for anti-invariant Riemannian maps from Kähler manifolds to Riemannian manifolds to be totally geodesic. Then we show that an anti-invariant Riemannian map with totally umbilical fibres has totally geodesic distribution kerF * and every pluriharmonic anti-invariant Riemannian map is totally godesic. We also obtain a decomposition theorem for the source manifold of an anti-invariant Riemannian map.
Let F : (M1, g1) −→ (M2, g2) be a map and let p2 = F (p1) for each p1 ∈ M1. Suppose that ∇ 2 is the Levi-Civita connection on (M2, g2). For X ∈ Γ(T M1) and V ∈ Γ(T M2), we have ∇
is the pulback connection of ∇ 2 . From now on, for simplicity, we denote by ∇ 2 both the Levi-Civita connection of (M2, g2) and its pullback along F . Then according to [12] , for any vector field X on M1 and any section V of (rangeF * ) ⊥ , where (rangeF * )
⊥ is the subbundle of F −1 (T M2) with fiber (F * (
⊥ . In [12] , the author also showed that ∇ F ⊥ is a linear connection on (F * (T M1)) ⊥ such that ∇ F ⊥ g2 = 0. We now suppose that F is a Riemannian map and define AV as
where A V F * X is the tangential component (a vector field along
V is obtained from the pullback connection of ∇ 2 . Thus, at p1 ∈ M1,
⊥ . It is easy to see that AV F * X is bilinear in V and F * X and AV F * X at p1 depends only on Vp 1 and F * p 1 Xp 1 . By direct computations, we obtain
for X, Y ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ) and V ∈ Γ((rangeF * ) ⊥ ). Since (∇F * ) is symmetric, it follows that A V is a symmetric linear transformation of rangeF * .
Let F : (M1, g1) −→ (M2, g2) be a map between Riemannian manifolds (M1, g1) and (M2, g2), let p2 = F (p1) for each p1 ∈ M1. Then the adjoint map * F * of F * is characterized by g1(x, * F * p 1 y) = g2(F * p 1 x, y) for x ∈ Tp 1 M1, y ∈ T F (p 1 ) M2 and p1 ∈ M1. Considering F h * at each p1 ∈ M1 as a linear transformation
we will denote the adjoint of F
We are now ready to give necessary and sufficient conditions for an anti-invariant Riemannian map from an almost Hermitian manifold to a Riemannian manifold to be a totally geodesic map. We recall that a differentiable map F between Riemannian manifolds (M1, g1) and (M2, g2) is called a totally geodesic map if (∇F * )(X, Y ) = 0 for all X, Y ∈ Γ(T M1).
Theorem 4.1. Let F be an anti-invariant Riemannian map from a Kähler manifold (M1, g1, J1) to a Riemannian manifold (M2, g2). Then F is totally geodesic if and only if (2.9 ) and (2.10) we get g2((∇F * )(X, Z), F * (Z)) = −g1(∇XJ1Z, J1Z) for X ∈ Γ(kerF * ) and Z,Z ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ). Using (3.1) we have g2((∇F * )(X, Z), F * (Z)) = −g1(∇X BZ, BZ) − g1(∇X BZ, CZ) − g1(∇XCZ, BZ) − g1(∇X CZ, CZ).
Since F is a Riemannian map, we obtain g2((∇F * )(X, Z), F * (Z)) = −g1(∇X BZ, BZ) − g2(F * (∇X BZ), F * (CZ)) + g1(CZ, ∇X BZ) − g2(F * (∇X CZ), F * (CZ)).
Then Riemannian map F and (2.8) imply that g2((∇F * )(X, Z), F * (Z)) = −g1(∇X BZ, BZ) + g2((∇F * )(X, BZ), F * (CZ)) − g2(F * (CZ), (∇F * )(X, BZ))
In a similar way, one can obtain g2((∇F * )(X, Y ), F * (Z)) = −g2(F * (J1Y ), (∇F * )(X, BZ))
for X, Y ∈ Γ(kerF * ) and Z ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ). On the other hand, from (2.8) we have
for Z1, Z2 ∈ Γ(µ) and V ∈ Γ((rangeF * ) ⊥ ). Hence, we get
Then, using (4.1) we obtain g2((∇F * )(Z1, Z2), V ) = g2(F * (Z2), AV F * (Z1)).
Thus we have g2((∇F * )(Z1, Z2), V ) = g1(Z2, * F * (AV F * (Z1))). In a similar way, we obtain g2((∇F * )(J1X, J1Y ), V ) = g1(J1Y, * F * (AV F * (J1X))) (4.10)
for X, Y ∈ Γ(kerF * ) and V ∈ Γ((rangeF * ) ⊥ ). Thus proof comes from (4.7)-(4.10).
Let F be a Riemannian map from a Riemannian manifold to a Riemannian manifold (M2, g2). We say that a Riemannian map is a Riemannian map with totally umbilical fibers if
for X, Y ∈ Γ(kerF * ), where h2 and H are the second fundamental form and the mean curvature vector field of the distribution kerF * , respectively. In the sequel we show that anti-invariant Riemannian map puts some restrictions on the geometry of the distribution kerF * . Taking inner product both sides with JX and using (2.9), we arrive at
Since dim(kerF * ) > 1, we can choose unit vector fields X and Y such that g1(X, Y ) = 0, thus we derive g1(H, JY )g1(X, X) = 0.
Since F is Lagrangian, the above equation implies that H = 0 which shows that kerF * is totally geodesic. twisting function f is defined to be the product manifoldM = M × N with metric tensorḡ = g M ⊕ f 2 g N given byḡ
We denote this twisted product manifold (M ,ḡ) by M × f N . We now recall that we have the following result of [15] , Let D1 be a vector subbundle in the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold M and D2 be its normal bundle. Suppose that the two distributions are involutive. We denote the integral manifolds of D1 and D2 by M1 and M2, respectively. Then M is locally isometric to twisted product M1 × f M2 if the integral manifold M1 is totally geodesic and the integral manifold M2 is totally umbilical, i.e, M2 is a totally umbilical submanifold.
Thus from the above remark and Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.1. Let M1 be a Kähler manifold and M2 a Riemannian manifold. Then there do not exist a Lagrangian Riemannian map F from M1 to M2 such that M1 is a locally twisted product manifold of the form M (kerF * ) ⊥ × f M (kerF * ) , where M (kerF * ) ⊥ and M (kerF * ) are the integral manifolds of (kerF * ) ⊥ and kerF * , and f is the twisting function.
Let M1 be a Kähler manifold with complex structure J and M2 a Riemannian manifold. We recall that a smooth map F : M1 −→ M2 is called pluriharmonic if the second fundamental form ∇F * of the map F satisfies (∇F * )(X, Y ) + (∇F * )(JX, JY ) = 0 for any X, Y ∈ Γ(T M1), [13] . It is well known that if M1 and M2 are Kähler manifolds and F : M1 −→ M2 is a holomorphic map, then F is pluriharmonic. Since every pluriharmonic map is harmonic map, a holomorphic map is a harmonic map between Kähler manifolds. For Lagrangian Riemannian maps from Kähler manifolds to Riemannian manifolds, we have the following result. Hence, we conclude that J[X, Y ] ∈ Γ(kerF * ) which implies that [X, Y ] ∈ Γ((kerF * ) ⊥ ). This tells that kerF * is not integrable which contradicts with the rank theorem. Since F is a subimmersion, it follows that the rank of F is constant on M1, then the rank theorem for functions implies that kerF * is an integrable subbundle of T M1, ( for X, Y ∈ Γ(kerF * ). Then proof comes from (4.13)-(4.15).
